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FOREWORD

The project documented in this case study
received funding assistance under the
Affordability and Choice Today (A•C•T)
Program.  A•C•T is a joint initiative,
managed by the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, the Canadian Home
Builders’ Association, and the Canadian
Housing and Renewal Association,
together with the funding agency Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation.  The
A•C•T Program is administered by the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities.

A•C•T, which was launched in January
1990, was designed to foster changes to
planning and building regulations and
residential development approval
procedures in order to improve housing
affordability, choice and quality.  

Through A•C•T, grants are awarded to
municipalities, private and non-profit
builders and developers, planners and
architects to undertake innovative
regulatory reform initiatives in
municipalities across Canada.  Three types
of projects are awarded grants under the
A•C•T Program: Demonstration Projects,
Streamlined Approval Process Projects,
and Case Studies (of existing initiatives).  

• Demonstration Projects involve the
construction of innovative housing
that demonstrates how modifications
to planning and construction
regulations can improve affordability,
choice and quality.

• Streamlined Approval Process Projects
involve the development of a method
or an approach that reduces the time
and effort needed to obtain approvals
for housing projects.

• Case Study grants are awarded for the
documentation of existing regulatory
reform initiatives.

Change and innovation require the
participation of all the players in the
housing sector.  A•C•T provides a unique
opportunity for groups at the local level
to work together to identify housing
concerns, reach consensus on potential
solutions, and implement action.
Consequently, a key component of
A•C•T-sponsored projects is the
participation and cooperation of various
players in the housing sector in all phases
of each project, from development to
realization.

All projects awarded a grant under the
A•C•T Program are documented as case
studies in order to share information on
the initiatives and the benefits of
regulatory reform with other Canadian
communities.  Each case study discusses
the regulatory reform initiative, its goals
and the lessons learned.  Where
appropriate, the cost savings resulting
from modifications in various planning,
development, and construction
regulations are calculated and reported.  
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In recent years, the Greater Vancouver
area in British Columbia has experienced
tremendous growth in residential
construction activity.  This increase in
housing demand has severely taxed the
resources of both the building industry
and local municipal approval authorities,
leading to delays of more than several
weeks in obtaining a building permit.

In addition to an increase in the volume
of building permit applications,
development approvals have often been
delayed because of improperly completed
or incomplete forms, amendments to
plans after approval, and some builders’
lack of familiarity with building codes and
municipal by-laws.  Municipal officials
also spend a significant amount of time
addressing the needs of inexperienced
builders, which, in turn, delays building
permit approval and inspections for all
builders.

These problems were particularly acute in
Surrey, a rapidly growing community
south of Vancouver which, in 1992, had
the greatest number of single-family starts
in the province.

To address these concerns, a working
committee comprising representatives of
the Canadian Home Builders’ Association
of British Columbia (CHBA-BC), the New
Home Warranty Program of B.C. &
Yukon (NHWP) and the Municipality of

Surrey’s Permits and Licences
Department1 was established.  

In June 1990, the committee was awarded
an A•C•T grant to explore means of
increasing the professionalism of the
residential construction industry and of
streamlining the building permit
approval process for builders who have
completed the Certified Residential
Builder (CRB) Program.  The CRB
Program is a certification program for
homebuilders developed by the
CHBA-BC.  Its aim is to increase
professionalism in the residential
construction industry by providing
builders with education and training.

During the course of the project,
committee members gained a greater
understanding of the municipal approval
process and of one another’s viewpoints.
Consensus was reached on a 20-page
document, Affordability and Choice
Today: Modified Approvals Process
Guidelines and Documents , that sets out
policy and procedures for the
implementation of a Modified Approvals
Process (MAP) Program.  The report,
which includes model guidelines, is
intended to provide direction to
municipalities and local associations of
the CHBA that wish to streamline the
municipal approval process for CRBs.

                                                
1 When the CHBA-BC A•C•T project was

initiated, the Municipality of Surrey
department represented on the working
committee was the Permits and Licences
Department, and is so called throughout this
case study.  However, this department has
since been reorganized and is now the Planning
and Development Department.
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Sample checklists and inspection reports
for use by CRBs were also produced.

The implementation of the MAP
Program would change the building
permit approval and inspection processes
to recognize the enhanced knowledge and
expertise of CRBs.  This approach
achieves the following:

• Speeds up the approval process for all
builders.

• Increases the cost-efficiency of
municipal government.

• Improves the building industry’s
knowledge of building code and
zoning requirements.

• Encourages CRBs to assume greater
responsibility for compliance with
building and zoning regulations.

• Allows municipal plan-checking and
inspection staff to spend more time
educating inexperienced builders.

Because it preferred not to recognize the
qualifications of builders with a CRB
designation, the Municipality of Surrey
decided not to adopt a separate municipal
approval process that would “fast-track”
approval for those builders.  In January
1994, however, the Chilliwack and District
Home Builders’ Association successfully
persuaded another British Columbia
municipality, Chilliwack, to enter into an
agreement to undertake a six-month pilot
project to test the MAP Program.

Participation in the A•C•T project led the
Municipality of Surrey to re-examine and
modify its approval process to better and
more quickly serve all builders.  Under
the revised building permit approval
process, it now takes one to two weeks
instead of more than seven weeks to issue
a building permit.2

This A•C•T project had several
additional benefits.  First, speeding up the
approval process has reduced costs for
builders, who can then offer consumers
more affordable housing.  Second,
education and training programs such as
the Certified Residential Builder Program
increase the professionalism of the
residential construction industry.
Because municipal officials spend less
time processing building permit
applications or conducting inspections for
more experienced builders, they can
devote more time to educating
inexperienced builders, which, in turn,
improves housing quality.  

Another achievement of this project was
the establishment of an industry-
government liaison committee, which
brings key players together to address
housing issues.  Fostering cooperation
and communication between industry
and government encourages the
development of innovative approaches to
housing and land development, thereby
increasing housing choice.   

                                                
2 These figures represent the average number of

weeks required to obtain a permit.  The length
of time required to obtain a building permit
varies with the number of building permit
applications that have been received at a
given time.
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1.1 Introduction

Since 1984, there has been a steady
increase in residential construction
activity throughout British Columbia,
particularly in the Greater Vancouver
area.  Between 1991 and 1992, housing
starts in the Greater Vancouver area grew
by more than 25 percent.  Surrey, a rapidly
expanding community south of
Vancouver, has historically served as a
“pressure release valve” for the
Vancouver housing market.  As a result,
Surrey has experienced a substantial
increase in homebuilding activity.  In the
first ten months of 1992, for example,
Surrey had approximately 3,200 housing
starts, of which almost 50 percent were
single-family detached homes.  This
figure accounts for one quarter of the total
number of single-family starts for the
Vancouver Census Metropolitan Area.3  

This surge in homebuilding activity has
severely taxed the resources of both the
local residential construction industry
and Surrey’s development approval
authorities.  As a result, in 1991, it
regularly took more than seven weeks to
receive a building permit for a standard
application.

1.2 Objectives

In May 1990, the CHBA-BC initiated a
project on behalf of its members, who
were becoming increasingly frustrated
with the length of time necessary to

                                                
3 Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,

Housing Market Activity, Vancouver CMA,
Fraser Valley , October 1992, Table 7.

obtain a municipal building permit.
Some CHBA-BC members were also
concerned about the way inspectors were
applying the building code.

Municipal staff felt that builders
themselves were partly responsible for
delays in building permit and inspection
approvals.  Plan checkers required
additional time to deal with incomplete
or improperly completed application
forms and with changes made to plans
after permits were issued.  Plan checkers
were also concerned about many builders’
lack of knowledge of municipal zoning
and building regulations.  Building
inspectors identified several problems,
including a need for re-inspections,
builders not building to approved plans,
and the need to spend increasing
amounts of time educating inexperienced
builders.

The cost of a two-month delay is about $2,000,
which gets passed on to the consumer.  In
addition to interest costs, lengthy delays in
processing make it difficult to give consumers
definite occupancy dates.

—Mr. Neil Ziola, builder

To address these problems, a working
committee comprising representatives of
the CHBA-BC, the NHWP and the
Municipality of Surrey’s Permits and
Licences Department was established to
share information and views and to work
together toward a solution.  (Appendix A
contains a list of committee members.)
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The working committee set out to
achieve two main goals:

• To improve the building industry’s
technical knowledge of building code
and zoning requirements.

• To streamline the municipal
regulatory process.

The committee believed that the best
place to start was with professional
builders.  Therefore, it decided to review
the existing requirements of the Certified
Residential Builder (CRB) Program.  

The CHBA-BC received assistance from
the A•C•T Program to undertake the
review, with the following objectives:

• To change the municipal approval
process to recognize the enhanced
abilities of builders who have received
a CRB designation.

• In this context, to determine whether
the requirements for obtaining the
designation of a CRB should be
amended.

• To determine what modifications or
additions to the CRB Program course
material were needed.

• To determine how regulatory officials
and the homebuilding industry could
promote increased professionalism
and encourage education and training
among builders.

• To place greater responsibility on CRBs
for ensuring compliance with zoning
and building regulations, and to
examine the performance and liability
implications of this action.

One reason for delays in plan-checking is
incomplete or improperly filled-out
applications.  The biggest source of frustration is
when builders try to amend stock plans rather
than preparing site-specific plans. 
Also contributing to delays are plans tha t
are amended after the permit is issued.

—Susan Johnson, Plan Checker II
Municipality of Surrey
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As an important step toward streamlining
the approval process and meeting the
objectives described previously, the
working committee developed the
Modified Approvals Process (MAP)
Program.  The MAP Program lays the
groundwork for the modification of
building permit and inspection approval
processes to recognize the enhanced
knowledge and expertise of builders with
a CRB designation.  

Participation in the MAP Program would be
limited to companies that

• employ CRBs who have  successfully
completed the course “Introduction to t h e
Building Code” and who meet the other
requirements established by the CHBA-BC
(Appendix B contains details);

• fully adhere to the criteria of the Program as
outlined in the report Affordability and
Choice Today: Modified Approvals Process
Guidelines and Documents (Section 4.0 of this
case study contains details); and

• have  a valid business licence for t h e
municipalities in which they intend to do
business.

2.1 The Modified Building Permit
Approval Process

2.1.1 Applying for a Building Permit

The MAP Program would provide a
separate and distinct building permit
application process for CRBs.  This process
is designed to place greater responsibility
on the CRB for ensuring the
completeness of an application and the
compliance of accompanying plans with
municipal planning and building
regulations.  

Under the MAP Program, all plans
submitted by CRBs are accompanied by a
“Certified Residential Builder’s Checklist”
(contained in Appendix C).  Using the
checklist, the builder evaluates the plan’s
compliance with municipal by-laws and
specifications.  For example, the builder is
responsible for reviewing requirements
relating to zoning, easements and right-
of-ways, the building code, and other
restrictions.  The builder also ensures that
the site plan and architectural plans are
complete.  The checklist also includes a
schematic lot plan upon which the CRB
would provide figures for existing and
finished grade elevations as well as the
drainage pattern. Figure 1 overleaf
contains the schematic lot plan.

The CRB supervising the project would
be the contact person for the municipality
and would be responsible for signing the
checklist.  The CRB would deposit plans
along with the completed checklist into a
special receptacle at the Permits and
Licences Department.  

2.1.2 Processing the Application

Plans submitted by CRBs would receive
preliminary processing the day the plans
are submitted.  Preliminary processing
includes assigning a file number and
recording the submission date and the
name of the plan checker responsible for
the file.  Confirmation of receipt of
documents would be faxed to the CRB on
the same day.
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Figure 1.  Schematic Lot Plan
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Participating municipalities would be
committed to processing applications
submitted under MAP as quickly as
possible.  Plan checkers would aim to
issue a building permit within ten full
working days of the submission of the
completed file, although it is recognized
that the amount of time required would

depend on workload.  The flowchart
below presents the steps involved in
processing an application under the MAP
Program.  

Any amendments to the submitted plan
after its submission to the municipality
would result in the file’s removal from
the MAP program.

Figure 2.  The Modified Building Permit Approval Process for CRBs*

                                                
* Processing is subject to acceptance of the application by the municipality.  The application may not be

accepted by the municipality for a number of reasons—e.g., incomplete, premature because of legal
requirements.
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2.2 The Inspection Process

2.2.1 Problem Areas in the Inspection
Process

Surrey municipal building inspectors
identified several problems they
commonly encounter when inspecting
residential construction projects.  Problem
areas include the following:

• Some builders lack knowledge of
building code and by-law
requirements.

• Builders make major amendments to
approved plans.

• Deficiencies are discovered at
inspection.

• Builders lack understanding of lot-
grading requirements.

• Municipal services are damaged
during construction.

The typical (inexperienced) homebuilder has
limited knowledge of building code
requirements.  He increasingly relies on
municipal building inspectors or planchecking
staff to bring code requirements or new code
amendments to his attention.

—Casey van den Broek
Assistant Chief Inspector

Municipality of Surrey

Because some builders lack knowledge of
the building code, building inspectors and
plan-checking staff were spending
increasing amounts of time educating
builders and bringing code requirements
or amendments to their attention.
Experienced builders were becoming
frustrated with the resulting delays in the
approval process.  

Without proper training, many
inexperienced builders are not aware of
the building inspector’s role.  They
mistakenly believe that it is solely the
inspector’s responsibility to ensure that
buildings are constructed to by-law
standards.  These builders often rely on
building inspectors to monitor the quality
of their trades’ work.

In the past, the Permits and Licences
Department has undertaken various
actions to help remedy this situation.
Copies of Surrey’s Building Code have
been made available free-of-charge to
encourage builders to read them.  Staff
have also prepared information to assist
builders and inform them of new Code
requirements.  In addition, the
department has provided checklists on
such aspects as mechanical ventilation,
insulation and vapour barrier installation
techniques, and roof truss and framing
requirements.

Another problem area is the practice
among builders of altering the building
plans after a building permit has been
received.  The building inspector may
accept minor changes but not significant
ones, such as altering the exterior
dimensions of the building or relocating
the fireplace.  Often, changes are only
noticed during a building inspection.  In
such a case, inspectors have no
alternative but to ask the builder to
amend the building plans, which, in
some instances, may require another plan
check.  Builders then face additional
delays in obtaining inspection approval,
and municipal staff are in turn faced with
additional work in processing alterations.
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It would be nice if we didn’t have  to do
re-inspections. It is very frustrating to go on site
to find that deficiencies have not been corrected.

—Casey van den Broek
Assistant Chief Inspector

Municipality of Surrey

2.2.2 The Inspection Process Under the
MAP Program

This A•C•T project examined ways to
make the inspection process more
efficient by involving the CRB.  Under
the MAP Program, the onus would be
placed on the CRB to ensure that the
work meets all building standards.  This
approach would reduce the inspectors’
workloads and allow them to spend more
time with inexperienced builders.  As a
result, the inspection process would be
expedited and the quality of housing
would be improved.

To assist the CRB in ensuring that work
meets building standards, pre-inspection
checklists to be used by the CRB were
developed for the following construction
stages:

• foundation inspection

• framing inspection (both exterior and
interior)

• finishing inspection (both exterior and
interior)

The CRB would fill out the relevant pre-
inspection checklist before requesting an
inspection for the above stages.  (Samples
of pre-inspection checklists are provided
in Appendix D.)  The checklists would be
kept by the CRB until two months
following the issuance of the occupancy
permit, and provided to the planning

department or the local home builders’
association upon request.  Upon
completion of the pre-inspection
checklist, the CRB would request
inspection by the municipality, which the
municipality would endeavour to
provide within 24 hours, as is currently
the case in Surrey.  

If the building inspector were to identify
any deficiencies, the builder would be
obliged to correct them as soon as possible
and to advise the inspector accordingly.
The builder would be able to proceed
within 24 hours of notifying the
inspector, who could do a spot-check
audit of corrected deficiencies.  Failure to
correct deficiencies would result in
disciplinary action, which could result in
the suspension or revocation of the CRB
designation.

2.3 The Pilot Project

The working committee intended to test
the MAP Program during a five-month
pilot project involving five CRBs, who
were to be jointly selected by the CHBA-
BC and the Municipality of Surrey.  The
pilot project was to be monitored by a
committee comprising representatives
from the municipality and the CHBA-BC.

Since the MAP Program was not
approved by Surrey Council, the pilot
project was not undertaken.  However, it
is expected that a similar pilot project
could be initiated by any municipality and
local home builders’ association that agree
to adopt the MAP Program.  (Appendix E
contains the standard Memorandum of
Agreement.)
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3.1 The CHBA-BC—The Project
Proponent

The Canadian Home Builders’
Association (CHBA) is the only organized,
national representative of the residential
construction industry in Canada.  The
CHBA serves more than 12,000 member
companies through associations at the
local, provincial and national levels.
Membership is open to anyone involved
in the homebuilding industry, including
builders, suppliers, tradespeople,
manufacturers, government officials, and
legal, financial, design and other allied
professionals.  Builders, who make up
one third of CHBA’s membership, are the
core of the Association.  

All applications must be ratified before
membership is granted.  Members must
adhere to the Association’s strict Code of
Ethics and are also subject to a Code of
Disciplinary Action.

The CHBA-BC is the provincial
association for 13 local home builders’
associations in British Columbia and the
Yukon.  The CHBA-BC has more than
1,000 member companies.  Its mandate is
to enhance the professionalism of the
residential construction industry in the
following ways:

• Provide educational and career
development opportunities.

• Undertake research and policy
development.

• Provide technical and economic
advice.

• Establish and maintain agencies
responsive to the needs of the industry
and the consumer, such as the NHWP
and the Residential Construction
Institute of British Columbia.

• Promote the Association as a profes-
sional organization that represents the
residential construction industry.

3.2 The Municipality of Surrey

The CHBA-BC approached the Permits
and Licences Department of the
Municipality of Surrey to work on the
project for several reasons.  First, as
mentioned earlier, obtaining a building
permit was a lengthy process in Surrey.
Second, there was an adequate number of
qualified builders in the area to participate
in the project, and Surrey’s proximity to
the offices of the CHBA-BC and the
NHWP would allow close monitoring of
the project.  The CHBA-BC also believed
that there was a strong likelihood that any
modified approval procedure developed
by the Municipality of Surrey would be
adopted by other area municipalities,
because Surrey had been very active in
local housing policy discussions.

Surrey, a growing community of about 250,000, is
located immediately south of Vancouver.  Since
1986, its population has swelled by more than
50,000.  Surrey’s housing stock is predominantly
made up of single-family detached homes.  In
1986, more than 70 percent of its 62,000
dwellings were single-family detached.4  The
expansion of the housing market in Surrey has
encouraged many new and part-time builders to
enter the residential construction business.

                                                
4 Financial Post Information Services, Canadian

Markets, Toronto, Ontario, 1990, p. 589.
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The Municipality of Surrey was equally
interested in collaborating with the
builders, in the belief that the A•C•T
project was a way to reduce costs
associated with processing applications
and to improve the level of service to the
residential construction industry.  These
objectives were of particular concern
because of the expected increase in the
number of larger and more complex
buildings to be constructed in Surrey in
the near future.

3.3 The Certified Residential
Builder Program

The CRB Program, created by the CHBA-
BC, has been providing education and
training programs to professionals in the
housing industry since 1988.  The CRB
Program was one of the first industry-
driven, self-certification programs for
residential builders in North America.
The primary objective of the CRB
Program is to increase the level of
professionalism within the homebuilding
industry through education and training.
As of January 1993, a total of 200 builders
had successfully completed the program
and qualified for the CRB designation.
(Appendix B contains more information
about the CRB Program.)

Applicants must be registered in the New
Home Warranty Program before they can
obtain a CRB designation.

3.4 The New Home Warranty Program
of B.C. & Yukon

The New Home Warranty Program of
B.C. & Yukon (NHWP) is involved in a
number of education and training
programs for builders in B.C., including
the CRB Program, for which it is the
principal funding sponsor.  The NHWP,
which was incorporated in 1976, is a
private, non-profit company that
provides builders with limited warranty
protection for defaults in refundable
deposits or warranty obligations.  It was
created by the residential construction
industry to fulfill a two-part mandate:

• To protect consumers.

• To promote industry self-regulation.

The NHWP is funded through fees for
builder registration and for each housing
unit registered under the program.  To
register, builders must provide a detailed
evaluation of their finances, managerial
capability, technical expertise and market
awareness.  This ensures that builders
registered under the NHWP have the
basic qualifications to build in British
Columbia and the Yukon.

To date, more than 1,000 builders in
British Columbia and the Yukon are
registered in the program.  They are
engaged in residential construction
ranging from the production of high-rise
luxury apartments to non-profit and
cooperative housing.
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This A•C•T project produced a 20-page
document entitled Affordability and
Choice Today: Modified Approvals
Process Guidelines and Documents5,
which sets out the operating policy and
procedures for the implementation of a
Modified Approvals Process Program.
This document, which received the
working committee’s full support,
contains model guidelines for use by
other municipalities and home builders’
associations that wish to enter into an
agreement to expedite the approval
process for homebuilders who have
completed a prescribed course of study
and who meet the criteria established by
the CHBA in consultation with other
players in the industry.  Items such as
specific municipal requirements and
processing time would be negotiated
separately by each municipality and
CHBA partnership.  Several sample
checklists and inspection reports to be
used by CRBs participating in a MAP
Program were also produced (as discussed
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above).

In November 1991, the Municipality of
Surrey’s Permits and Licences Department
asked that Council approve the MAP
Program for CRBs, which was developed
under the A•C•T Program.  Two years

                                                
5 A copy of this document can be obtained by

writing to Keith Sashaw, A•C•T Project,
CHBA-BC, Housing Industry Training Centre,
B.C.I.T. Campus, 3700 Willingdon Avenue,
Burnaby, British Columbia   V5G 3H2. 

A copy can also be purchased or obtained on
loan from the Canadian Housing Information
Centre, 700 Montreal Road, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0P7, Tel: (613) 748-2367,
Fax: (613) 748-6192, TTY: (613) 748-2143.

later, the approval of this
recommendation had still not been
endorsed by Council.  While Council
supported its basic intent (to reduce the
time necessary to obtain a building permit
and inspections), some councillors were
concerned that the creation of a separate
approval process for CRBs would give
preferential treatment to a select group of
builders.  Many builders in Surrey are not
members of the CHBA or of the NHWP.
Instead, Council directed staff to increase
the efficiency of the current approval
system for all builders.

Although the MAP Program has not yet
been adopted by the Municipality of
Surrey, many of the A•C•T project’s
objectives have still been met.  Months of
discussion among the key players
provided a foundation for ongoing
changes to the Municipality of Surrey’s
building permit application and
inspection approval processes to benefit
all builders.  By taking into account the
builder’s perspective, the municipality
was able to consider alternative ways to
process building permit applications in
order to better serve its clientele.  For
example, the municipality now accepts
building permit applications for
subdivisions earlier than before.
Previously, builders had to wait until
services were installed and accepted; now
they can apply for a building permit once
lots are registered and civic addresses are
assigned.
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In addition, Surrey staff has developed a
checklist similar to the one produced by
the A•C•T working committee.  This
checklist will be completed by builders
before applying for a permit.  This should
also help expedite the approval process.

One objective of the A•C•T project was to
review the requirements of the CRB
Program.  The committee originally
thought that a technical course dealing
with code requirements should be
included in the CRB Program.  After
much discussion, the committee agreed
that the intent had been met in the course
designed for building inspectors that
CRBs must also take.6  The committee
also came to the conclusion that the
existing course material and requirements
of the CRB Program were acceptable.
Furthermore, the CHBA-BC has made a
commitment to encourage more builders
to enroll in the program, in order to
promote better building practices and
thereby increase the quality of housing.

Very importantly, the project opened the
channels of communication and
cooperation between the building
industry and the municipality, thus
reducing the level of frustration

                                                
6 This course was developed and is offered by the

Building Inspectors’ Association of British
Columbia.

experienced by these two groups.  Sharing
of ideas led to a greater understanding by
both parties of the approval process and of
one another’s viewpoints.  As a result, an
ongoing liaison committee has been
established.

This project has captured the interest of
municipal officials and builders in other
municipalities in the region.  In fact, in
fall 1993, the Chilliwack and District
Home Builders’ Association made several
presentations to the District of Chilliwack
to adopt the MAP Program.  The
following January, the Association’s
efforts paid off when it entered into an
interim agreement with the District of
Chilliwack to undertake a six-month pilot
project to test the MAP Program.  The five
CRBs participating in the pilot project
hope to see building permit approval
times reduced from the current eight
weeks to two weeks.

The consultation process was an excellent one.
The A•C•T project fostered a great
relationship between the building community
and municipal officials in the City of Surrey.

—David Verge, President and CEO
New Home Warranty Program of B.C. & Yukon
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This A•C•T project produced several
benefits.  First, its participation in the
A•C•T project led the Municipality of
Surrey to re-examine and modify its
approval process to better and more
quickly serve all builders.  Under the
revised building permit approval process,
it now takes one to two weeks instead of
more than seven weeks to obtain a
building permit.  Accelerating the
approval process has reduced costs for
builders, who can then offer consumers
more affordable housing.  

Second, education and training programs
such as the Certified Residential Builder
Program increase the professionalism of
the residential construction industry.
Because municipal officials spend less
time processing building permit
applications or conducting inspections for

experienced builders, they can devote
more time to educating inexperienced
builders, thus improving housing quality.  

Another achievement of this project was
the establishment of an
industry–government liaison committee,
which brings key players together to
address housing issues.  Fostering
cooperation and communication between
industry and government encourages the
development of innovative approaches to
housing and land development, thereby
increasing housing choice.

The experience of this project underscores
the value and importance of consultation
and cooperation between municipalities
and the homebuilding industry to
successful regulatory reform.
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Leigh Grelish
Trademark Developments

Robert Hausselman
Rob-Char Custom Homes Ltd.

Susan Johnson
Plan Checker II
Permits Section, Building Division
Planning and Development Department
Municipality of Surrey

David Magnussen
Chief Inspector
Permits Section, Building Division
Planning and Development Department
Municipality of Surrey

Ralph Moore
New Home Warranty Program

of B.C. & Yukon

Larry Northrup
The Molnar Group

Jake Sarwal
J.K. Drafting Services

Keith Sashaw
Executive Vice-President and

Chief Operating Officer
Canadian Home Builders’ Association

of British Columbia

Don Snider
Snider’s Home Plans Ltd.

Casey van den Broek
Assistant Chief Inspector
Permits Section, Building Division
Planning and Development Department
Municipality of Surrey

David Verge
(Committee Chair)
President and Chief Executive Officer
New Home Warranty Program

of B.C. & Yukon

Neil Ziola
Sure-Lok Homes Ltd.
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To complete the program and receive
CRB designation, builders attend a series
of one-, two- and three-day workshops,
and take a correspondence course.  There
are six mandatory courses, including the
“Introduction to the Building Code”
correspondence course developed by the
the Building Inspectors’ Association of
British Columbia.  This course provides
builders with a solid understanding of the
building code.  The other mandatory
courses are as follows:

• R-2000 and Building Technologies

• Business and Financial Management

• Construction Law

• Sales and Marketing

• Project Management

Certified Residential Builder
Requirements

Certified Residential Builders must meet
the following criteria:

• They must employ at least one
Registered Housing Professional
(RHP).  The RHP must be in a
management position in the company
with responsibility for the quality of
workmanship and the conduct of the
firm.  Any CRB who is a sole
proprietor must be an RHP.

• RHPs must demonstrate five years of
experience in the residential
construction sector either in the
employ of a recognized residential
contractor or by enrolment in a
relevant apprenticeship program or
other course of studies related to
residential construction.  All
applicants must have at least three
years of practical experience.

• They must have been a member of the
CHBA for at least two years, one year
of which must be immediately prior to
receiving certification.   
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

It is agreed that the parties identified below will participate in a Modified Approvals

Process Program on a pilot basis, effective     _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _     for a five month period,

following which it is intended to fully implement the program.  

Dated this     _ _ _ _ _     day of     _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    , 1991 in     _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    , B.C.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _        _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    

Signing Officer Municipality

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _        _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    

Signing Officer Local Association

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _        _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    

Signing Officer Canadian Home Builders' Association of B.C.


